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being that fewer subjects are necessary and error variance is reduced because individual 

differences is reduced/eliminated over conditions) but does have disadvantages: 

  Order effects (order that participant experience conditions of the IV); 

practice effects (result from repeatedly performing the experimental task); fatigue effects

(participants become tired/bored from repeatedly performing the experimental task); carry-

over effects (effect of one conditions carries over to and affects performance in another 

condition i.e. drug accumulation); sensitisation effects (form of reactivitiy). 

  Counterbalancing: designing the experience in ways that control for order 

and practice effects i.e. the use of latin squares as a method of counterbalancing so that all 

subjects perform in each condition and each condition appears in each test order across 

subjects.  Washout period: between conditions over which time the effects of a condition 

dissipate so that it doesn’t affect performance in another condition.  Pre-test for baseline. 

The Standard Normal Distribution – psychological variables are distributed within 

the population that forms a symmetrical bell shaped curve: the mean = 0 and is represented 

by µ, the standard deviation = 1 and is represented by σ, the unit represented is the z score. 

Remember: alpha levels will be set for the calculation of all following statistics that set an 

arbitrary probability level for the results to have occurred by chance.  If a result is less/more 

than (depending on statistic) the effect is not likely to be random sampling error but because 

of the manipulation of the IV.  A result will either fall within the critical range to reject a 

H0 or it won’t.  Usually the a level is set at 5%: probability of making a Type I error 

(rejecting H0 when it’s correct – concluding there is a difference when there isn’t). 

Z Scores: where a score is located within a 

distribution (how many standard deviations from the 

mean a score is located, either + or -). 

Remember: the standard deviation measures the 

distance between a score and the population mean; 

the standard error measures the distance between a 

sample mean and the population mean. 


